
Pacific Bell Telephone Company 
Non-Recurring Generic Rates 

June 21, 2000

APPENDIX  PRICING
PACIFIC/CLEC

Service Order Channel Connection 
Connect Disconnect Change Record Connect Disconnect Change Record

BASIC SWITCHING FUNCTIONS

Customized Routing Option B & C (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) ICB ICB ICB ICB ICB ICB ICB ICB

1AESS CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

PER SWITCH) DA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX)

1AESS CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

PER SWITCH) OA & DA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - 

COMPLEX)

1AESS CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

PER SWITCH) OA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX)

5ESS CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

PER SWITCH) DA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX)

5ESS CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

PER SWITCH) OA & DA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - 

COMPLEX)

5ESS CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

PER SWITCH) OA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX)

DMS100 CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

 PER SWITCH) DA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX)

DMS100 CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

 PER SWITCH) OA & DA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - 

COMPLEX)

DMS100 CLC SWITCH SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT (PER CLC, $277.98 $133.76 $187.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

 PER SWITCH) OA TRUNK GROUP (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX)

CROSS CONNECT

EISCC - DS0 -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $2.08 $3.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS0 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS0 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS0 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS1 -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $2.08 $3.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS1 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS1 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS1 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
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EISCC - DS3 -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $2.08 $3.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS3 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS3 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - DS3 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC3 - INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - SIMPLE) $2.41 $2.41 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC3 - INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC3 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - SIMPLE) $2.41 $2.41 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC3 - ADDITIONAL - (MECHANIZED) $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC12 - INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - SIMPLE) $2.41 $2.41 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC12 - INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC12 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - SIMPLE) $2.41 $2.41 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

EISCC - OC12 - ADDITIONAL - (MECHANIZED) $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $46.94 $37.73 $0.00 $0.00

UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $2.08 $3.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) - ADDITIONAL $0.81 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

(CESAR/LEX - SIMPLE)

UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL CROSS CONNECT SERVICE - DCS

MULTIPLEXING DS1/DS0 (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $4.05 $4.05 $0.00 $0.00 $80.12 $36.13 $0.00 $0.00

MULTIPLEXING DS1/DS0 (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $80.12 $36.13 $0.00 $0.00

MULTIPLEXING DS3/DS1 (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $4.05 $4.05 $0.00 $0.00 $84.17 $36.32 $0.00 $0.00

MULTIPLEXING DS3/DS1 (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $84.17 $36.32 $0.00 $0.00

MULTIPLEXING OPTIONS

OC3/DS1 (per 28 DS1's) (Simple - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $4.68 $4.68 $0.00 $0.00 $611.76 $260.44 $0.00 $0.00

OC3/DS1 (per 28 DS1's) (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $611.76 $260.44 $0.00 $0.00

OC3/DS3 (SIMPLE - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $4.68 $4.68 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00

OC3/DS3 (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00

OC3/EC1 (SIMPLE - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $4.68 $4.68 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00

OC3/EC1 (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00

OC12/EC1 (SIMPLE - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $4.68 $4.68 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00

OC12/EC1 (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00

OC12 to OC3 (SIMPLE - CESAR/LEX) $4.68 $4.68 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00

OC12 to OC3 (MECHANIZED) $0.19 $0.19 $0.00 $0.00 $98.75 $40.88 $0.00 $0.00
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Direct Number Call Forwarding (DNCF)

DNCF - CENTREX -   INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $71.39 $54.01 $56.59 $52.07 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - CENTREX -   INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $44.91 $26.06 $28.32 $23.90 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - CENTREX -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - CENTREX -  ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $4.05 $2.63 $2.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - CENTREX -  ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - CMPLX) $4.05 $2.63 $2.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - CENTREX -  ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - DID -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $71.39 $54.01 $56.59 $52.07 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - DID -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $44.91 $26.06 $28.32 $23.90 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - DID -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - DID - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $4.05 $2.63 $2.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - DID - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $4.05 $2.63 $2.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - DID - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - POTS -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $56.52 $51.55 $52.11 $49.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - POTS -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $29.74 $23.94 $24.51 $22.04 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - POTS -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - POTS - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $2.66 $2.97 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - POTS - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $2.89 $2.66 $2.97 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

DNCF - POTS - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

PORT

CENTREX STATION FEATURES -  INITIAL ( MAN/FAX $3.24 $0.00 $46.53 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CENTREX STATION FEATURES -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $18.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CENTREX STATION FEATURES -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.00 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CENTREX STATION FEATURES - ADDITIONAL  (MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CENTREX STATION FEATURES - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CENTREX STATION FEATURES - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CENTREX SYSTEM FEATURES ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMP) $3.24 $0.00 $46.53 $0.00 $21.27 $15.61 $21.27 $0.00

CENTREX SYSTEM FEATURES (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $18.81 $0.00 $21.27 $15.61 $21.27 $0.00

CENTREX SYSTEM FEATURES (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.00 $0.16 $0.00 $21.27 $15.61 $21.27 $0.00

CUSTOM CALLING FEATURE -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX   SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $46.53 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CUSTOM CALLING FEATURE -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $18.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CUSTOM CALLING FEATURE -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.00 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CUSTOM CALLING FEATURE - ADDITIONAL  (MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CUSTOM CALLING FEATURE - ADDITIONAL (CESR/LEX SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

CUSTOM CALLING FEATURE - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
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HUNTING  -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $46.53 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

HUNTING  -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $18.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

HUNTING  -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.00 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

HUNTING  - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

HUNTING  - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

HUNTING  - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

REMOTE CALL FORWARDING -   INITIAL ( MAN/FAX - SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $46.53 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

REMOTE CALL FORWARDING -   INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $0.00 $18.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

REMOTE CALL FORWARDING -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.00 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

REMOTE CALL FORWARDING - ADDITIONAL  (MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

REMOTE CALL FORWARDING - ADDITIONAL (CESR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $0.81 $0.00 $2.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

REMOTE CALL FORWARDING - ADDITIONAL $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

INTEROFFICE TRANSMISSION FACILITIES 

(IOF) DEDICATED TRUNK TRANSPORT

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS1 -   INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $72.75 $44.91 $0.00 $42.48 $67.62 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS1 -   INITIAL (CESR/LEX - COMPLEX) $46.65 $18.81 $0.00 $14.77 $67.62 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS1 -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.73 $0.73 $0.00 $0.00 $67.62 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS1 - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS1 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS1 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS3 -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $72.75 $44.91 $0.00 $42.48 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS3 -  INITIAL (CESR/LEX COMPLEX) $46.65 $18.81 $0.00 $14.77 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS3 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.73 $0.73 $0.00 $0.00 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS3 - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS3 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL TRUNK TRANSPORT DS3 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

OC3  (MANUAL / FAX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $84.22 $51.99 $0.00 $49.18 $69.83 $34.85 $0.00 $0.00

OC3  (COMPLEX - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $54.01 $21.78 $0.00 $17.10 $69.83 $34.85 $0.00 $0.00

OC3  (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $0.84 $0.84 $0.00 $0.00 $69.83 $34.85 $0.00 $0.00

OC12  (MANUAL / FAX) -INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $84.22 $51.99 $0.00 $49.18 $69.83 $34.85 $0.00 $0.00

OC12  (COMPLEX - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDIITONAL $54.01 $21.78 $0.00 $17.10 $69.83 $34.85 $0.00 $0.00

OC12  (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $0.84 $0.84 $0.00 $0.00 $69.83 $34.85 $0.00 $0.00

INTEROFFICE TRANSMISSION FACILITIES 

(IOF) ENTRANCE FACILITY

DS1 -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $72.75 $48.15 $0.00 $42.48 $68.87 $43.77 $0.00 $0.00

DS1 -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $46.65 $22.25 $0.00 $14.77 $68.87 $43.77 $0.00 $0.00

DS1 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.32 $0.32 $0.00 $0.00 $68.87 $43.77 $0.00 $0.00

DS1 - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $58.41 $39.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS1 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $58.41 $39.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS1 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $58.41 $39.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/ EQUIPMENT) -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) $72.75 $48.15 $0.00 $42.48 $114.90 $43.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/ EQUIPMENT) -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLX) $46.65 $22.25 $0.00 $14.77 $114.90 $43.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/ EQUIPMENT) -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.32 $0.32 $0.00 $0.00 $114.90 $43.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/ EQUIPMENT) - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $74.60 $38.19 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/ EQUIPMENT) - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $74.60 $38.19 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/ EQUIPMENT) - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $74.60 $38.19 $0.00 $0.00
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DS3  (W/O EQUIPMENT) -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $72.75 $48.15 $0.00 $42.48 $69.10 $44.79 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/O EQUIPMENT) -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  COMPLEX) $46.65 $22.25 $0.00 $14.77 $69.10 $44.79 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/O EQUIPMENT) -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.32 $0.32 $0.00 $0.00 $69.10 $44.79 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/O EQUIPMENT) - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $58.41 $38.39 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/O EQUIPMENT) - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  COMPLEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $58.41 $38.39 $0.00 $0.00

DS3  (W/O EQUIPMENT) - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $58.41 $38.39 $0.00 $0.00

OC3  (MANUAL / FAX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $84.22 $51.99 $0.00 $49.18 $129.26 $46.56 $0.00 $0.00

OC3  (COMPLEX - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $54.01 $21.78 $0.00 $17.10 $129.26 $46.56 $0.00 $0.00

OC3  (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL& ADDITIONAL $0.84 $0.84 $0.00 $0.00 $129.26 $46.56 $0.00 $0.00

OC12  (MANUAL / FAX) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $84.22 $51.99 $0.00 $49.18 $129.26 $46.56 $0.00 $0.00

OC12  (COMPLEX - CESAR/LEX) - INITIAL & ADDITONAL $54.01 $21.78 $0.00 $17.10 $129.26 $46.56 $0.00 $0.00

OC12  (MECHANIZED) - INITIAL & ADDITIONAL $0.84 $0.84 $0.00 $0.00 $129.26 $46.56 $0.00 $0.00

LINK

4 WIRE -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $63.06 $49.90 $53.09 $47.50 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00

4 WIRE -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00

4 WIRE -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00

4 WIRE - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00

4 WIRE - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00

4 WIRE - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00

ASSURED -   INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.66 $8.54 $15.43 $0.00

ASSURED -   INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.66 $8.54 $15.43 $0.00

ASSURED -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.66 $8.54 $15.43 $0.00

ASSURED -  ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.53 $5.75 $0.00 $0.00

ASSURED -  ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.53 $5.75 $0.00 $0.00

ASSURED -  ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.53 $5.75 $0.00 $0.00

BASIC -   INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

BASIC -   INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

BASIC -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

BASIC -  ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

BASIC -  ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

BASIC -  ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
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DIGITAL DS1 COPPER -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) $63.06 $49.90 $53.09 $47.50 $104.59 $13.44 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 COPPER -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLX) $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $104.59 $13.44 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 COPPER -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $104.59 $13.44 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 COPPER - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $58.25 $10.73 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 COPPER - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $58.25 $10.73 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 COPPER - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $58.25 $10.73 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 FIBER -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) $63.06 $49.90 $53.09 $47.50 $108.56 $17.38 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 FIBER -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $108.56 $17.38 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 FIBER -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $108.56 $17.38 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 FIBER - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $61.00 $14.67 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 FIBER - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $61.00 $14.67 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DS1 FIBER - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $61.00 $14.67 $0.00 $0.00

ISDN LINK -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $63.06 $49.90 $53.09 $47.50 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

ISDN LINK -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

ISDN LINK -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

ISDN LINK - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00

ISDN LINK - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00

ISDN LINK - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00

DS3 Loop - INITIAL (Manual) $72.75 $48.15 $0.00 $42.48 $114.90 $43.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS3 Loop - INITIAL (Cesar/LEX) $46.65 $22.25 $0.00 $14.77 $114.90 $43.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS3 Loop - INITIAL (Mechanized)) $0.32 $0.32 $0.00 $0.00 $114.90 $43.48 $0.00 $0.00

DS3 Loop - ADDITIONAL (Manual) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $74.60 $38.19 $0.00 $0.00

DS3 Loop - ADDITIONAL (Cesar/LEX) $5.66 $2.43 $0.00 $0.00 $74.60 $38.19 $0.00 $0.00

DS3 Loop - ADDITIONAL (Mechanized) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $74.60 $38.19 $0.00 $0.00

DSL CAPABLE LOOPS:  

2-Wire Digital Loop ISDN/IDSL

     PSD #1 - 2-Wire Digital Loop ISDN/IDSL 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $63.06 $49.90 $53.09 $47.50 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00

2-Wire xDSL Loop

     PSD #1 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
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     PSD #2 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

     PSD #3 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

     PSD #4 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

     PSD #5 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

     PSD #7 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

4-Wire xDSL Loop

     PSD #3 - 4-Wire xDSL Loop 

          Initial - manual/fax - complex $63.06 $49.90 $53.09 $47.50 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00

          Initial - cesar/lex - complex $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00

          Initial - mechanized $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00

          Additional - manual/fax - complex $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - cesar/lex - complex $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00

          Additional - mechanized $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00
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**HFPL Cross Connects - CLEC Owned Splitter Non Integrated

         HFPL Cross Connects, per line- Initial (Manual/Fax) $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $16.38 $15.40 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Cross Connects, per line-Additional (Manual/Fax) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $11.85 $8.73 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Initial (CESAR/LEX) $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $16.38 $15.40 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Additional (CESAR/LEX) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $11.85 $8.73 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Initial (Mechanized) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $16.38 $15.40 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line-Additional (Mechanized) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $11.85 $8.73 TBD $0.00

**HFPL Cross Connects - CLEC Owned Splitter Integrated

         HFPL Cross Connects, per line- Initial (Manual/Fax) $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $16.38 $15.40 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Cross Connects, per line-Additional (Manual/Fax) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $11.85 $8.73 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Initial (CESAR/LEX) $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $16.38 $15.40 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Additional (CESAR/LEX) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $11.85 $8.73 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Initial (Mechanized) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $16.38 $15.40 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line-Additional (Mechanized) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $11.85 $8.73 TBD $0.00

**HFPL Cross Connects - SBC Owned Splitter

         HFPL Cross Connects, per line- Initial (Manual/Fax) $57.53 $48.94 $52.25 $47.42 $19.99 $16.57 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Cross Connects, per line-Additional (Manual/Fax) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $15.00 $9.79 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Initial (CESAR/LEX) $29.93 $21.03 $24.33 $19.58 $19.99 $16.57 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Additional (CESAR/LEX) $3.24 $1.85 $2.02 $0.00 $15.00 $9.79 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line- Initial (Mechanized) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $19.99 $16.57 TBD $0.00

         HFPL Crossconnects, per line-Additional (Mechanized) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.00 $9.79 TBD $0.00

** The Parties acknowledge and agree the rates set forth for Channel Connections are interim and subject to true-up pending state established rates.

LOCAL SWITCHING CAPABILITY, SWITCHING PORT

BASIC 2 WIRE PORT -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $51.55 $47.74 $47.74 $41.67 $7.82 $4.09 $0.04 $0.00

BASIC 2 WIRE PORT -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) $23.84 $20.03 $20.43 $13.96 $7.82 $4.09 $0.04 $0.00

BASIC 2 WIRE PORT -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $7.82 $4.09 $0.04 $0.00

BASIC 2 WIRE PORT - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) $2.02 $1.62 $2.02 $0.00 $5.80 $1.99 $0.04 $0.00

BASIC 2 WIRE PORT - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMP) $2.02 $1.62 $2.02 $0.00 $5.80 $1.99 $0.04 $0.00

BASIC 2 WIRE PORT - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.80 $1.99 $0.04 $0.00

CENTREX PORT -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $69.67 $47.74 $47.74 $41.67 $7.82 $4.09 $0.04 $0.00

CENTREX PORT -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $41.96 $20.03 $20.03 $11.33 $7.82 $4.09 $0.04 $0.00

CENTREX PORT -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $7.82 $4.09 $0.04 $0.00

CENTREX PORT - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $2.02 $2.02 $2.02 $0.00 $5.80 $1.99 $0.04 $0.00

CENTREX PORT - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $2.02 $2.02 $2.02 $0.00 $5.80 $1.99 $0.04 $0.00

CENTREX PORT - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.80 $1.99 $0.04 $0.00

CENTREX SYSTEM ESTABLISH (NO SERIVE ORDER ) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $26.72 $15.61 $26.72 $0.00

DID NBR BLOCK ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $69.67 $47.74 $47.74 $41.67 $27.71 $18.22 $0.00 $0.00

DID NBR BLOCK (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $41.96 $20.03 $20.03 $11.33 $27.71 $18.22 $0.00 $0.00

DID NBR BLOCK (MECHANIZED) $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $27.71 $18.22 $0.00 $0.00

DID PORT -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $69.67 $47.74 $47.74 $41.67 $20.03 $11.73 $0.04 $0.00

DID PORT -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $41.96 $20.03 $20.03 $11.33 $20.03 $11.73 $0.04 $0.00

DID PORT -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $20.03 $11.73 $0.04 $0.00

DID PORT - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $2.02 $2.02 $2.02 $0.00 $9.51 $3.99 $0.04 $0.00

DID PORT - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $2.02 $2.02 $2.02 $0.00 $9.51 $3.99 $0.04 $0.00

DID PORT - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $9.51 $3.99 $0.04 $0.00
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ISDN PORT -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $69.67 $47.74 $47.74 $41.67 $19.50 $11.69 $0.04 $0.00

ISDN PORT -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $41.96 $20.03 $20.03 $11.33 $19.50 $11.69 $0.04 $0.00

ISDN PORT -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $0.49 $19.50 $11.69 $0.04 $0.00

ISDN PORT - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $2.02 $2.02 $2.02 $0.00 $9.51 $3.99 $0.04 $0.00

ISDN PORT - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $2.02 $2.02 $2.02 $0.00 $9.51 $3.99 $0.04 $0.00

ISDN PORT - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $9.51 $3.99 $0.04 $0.00

NETWORK INTERFACE DEVICE (NID)

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  -  SIMPLE ( MANUAL/FAX   SIMPLE/COMPLEX) $46.53 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $38.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  -  SIMPLE (CESAR/LEX -  (SIMPLE/COMPLEX)) $17.73 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $38.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  -  SIMPLE (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $38.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX  INITIAL  (MANUAL/FAX - $46.53 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $60.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

SIMPLE/COMPLEX)

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - $17.73 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $60.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

(SIMPLE/COMPLEX))

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $60.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX ADDITIONAL  (MANUAL/FAX - $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

SIMPLE/COMPLEX)

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

(SIMPLE/COMPLEX))

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

SIGNALING AND DATABASE CAPABILITIES

SS7 LINK- INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $164.68 $54.21 $0.00 $0.00

STP PORT - INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $41.96 $20.03 $20.03 $11.33 $123.34 $43.73 $0.00 $0.00

TRUNK PORT TERMINATION

END OFFICE DEDICATED (DS1) -  INITIAL SYSTEM  (MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) $80.03 $53.81 $0.00 $44.91 $103.90 $31.26 $0.00 $0.00

END OFFICE DEDICATED (DS1) -  INITIAL SYSTEM (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $54.74 $28.52 $0.00 $19.62 $103.90 $31.26 $0.00 $0.00

END OFFICE DEDICATED (DS1) -  INITIAL SYSTEM (MECHANIZED) $0.49 $0.49 $0.00 $0.49 $103.90 $31.26 $0.00 $0.00

END OFFICE DEDICATED (DS1) - ADDITIONAL SYSTEM  (MANUAL/FAX - $3.24 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $80.16 $23.14 $0.00 $0.00

COMPLEX)

END OFFICE DEDICATED (DS1) - ADDITIONAL SYSTEM (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $3.24 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $80.16 $23.14 $0.00 $0.00

END OFFICE DEDICATED (DS1) - ADDITIONAL SYSTEM (MECHANIZED) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $80.16 $23.14 $0.00 $0.00
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TANDEM TERMINATION (PER DS1) -  INITIAL SYSTEM  (MANUAL/FAX - $80.03 $53.81 $0.00 $44.91 $103.69 $30.23 $0.00 $0.00

COMPLEX)

TANDEM TERMINATION (PER DS1) -  INITIAL SYSTEM (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) $54.74 $28.52 $0.00 $19.62 $103.69 $30.23 $0.00 $0.00

TANDEM TERMINATION (PER DS1) -  INITIAL SYSTEM (MECHANIZED) $0.49 $0.49 $0.00 $0.49 $103.69 $30.23 $0.00 $0.00

TANDEM TERMINATION (PER DS1) - ADDITIONAL $3.24 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $78.84 $23.14 $0.00 $0.00

SYSTEM ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX)

TANDEM TERMINATION (PER DS1) - ADDITIONAL $3.24 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $78.84 $23.14 $0.00 $0.00

SYSTEM (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX)

TANDEM TERMINATION (PER DS1) - ADDITIONAL $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $78.84 $23.14 $0.00 $0.00

SYSTEM (MECHANIZED)
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